Challenges in Detecting Clinically Relevant Heparin-Induced Thrombocytopenia Antibodies
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Abstract

Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) is an antibody-mediated hypercoagulable state featuring high thrombosis risk and distinct pathogenesis involving immunoglobulin G-mediated platelet activation. The target of the immune response is a cationic "self" protein, platelet factor 4 (PF4), rendered antigenic by heparin. A key problem is that only a minority of anti-PF4/polyanion antibodies induced by heparin are pathogenic, i.e., capable of causing platelet activation and thereby clinical HIT. Since thrombocytopenia occurs frequently in hospitalized, heparin-treated patients, testing for "HIT antibodies" is common; thus, the problem of distinguishing between pathogenic and nonpathogenic antibodies is important. The central concept is that those antibodies that have platelet-activating properties demonstrable in vitro correlate well with pathogenicity, as shown by platelet activation tests such as the serotonin-release assay (SRA) and heparin-induced platelet activation assay. However, in most circumstances, immunoassays are used for first-line testing, and so it is important for clinicians to appreciate which immunoassay result profiles—in the appropriate clinical context—predict the presence of platelet-activating antibodies (Bayesian analysis). Clinicians with access to rapid, on-demand HIT immunoassays (e.g., particle gel immunoassay, latex immunoturbidimetric assay, chemiluminescent immunoassay) can look beyond simple dichotomous result interpretation ("negative"/"positive") and incorporate semiquantitative interpretation, where, for example, a strong-positive immunoassay result (or even combination of two immunoassays) points to a greater probability of detecting platelet-activating antibodies, and hence supporting a diagnosis of HIT. Recent recognition of "SRA-negative HIT" has increased the importance of semiquantitative interpretation of immunoassays, given that strong immunoassay reactivity is a potential clue indicating possible HIT despite a (false) negative platelet activation assay.
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Introduction
Heparin-induced thrombocytopenia (HIT) is a model “clinico-pathological” disorder with a clear nexus between “clinical” events (platelet count decline, laboratory markers of hypercoagulability, thrombotic events) and the key defining “pathological” feature, namely, detectability of heparin-dependent, platelet-activating antibodies reactive against platelet factor 4/heparin (PF4/H) complexes. Indeed, unlike other immunohematological disorders, where pathogenic platelet-reactive antibodies are detectable in only some patients (e.g., ~50% of autoimmune thrombocytopenia, ~80% of neonatal alloimmune thrombocytopenia), HIT antibodies can be detected in at least 99% of affected patients. Although they have high sensitivity, certain assays are not necessarily diagnostically specific, given the remarkable fact that heparin exposure often triggers an anti-PF4/H immune response that does not result in HIT. The challenge for the laboratory—and for the clinician tasked with interpreting laboratory test results—is to distinguish between pathogenic and nonpathogenic antibodies. Thus, HIT is a model disease for analyzing the correlates between in vitro antibody pathogenicity and a clinically evident disease. A further complication is that an otherwise pathologic antibody may not necessarily produce disease in a given patient, perhaps for patient-dependent factors. The purpose of this review is to discuss some determinants of antibody pathogenicity and how to identify them.

History
Despite longstanding heparin use, it took many years for the concept of HIT to become established and accepted by the medical community. One of the key contributing historical events was the demonstration of antibodies in patient blood. An early report laying the foundation of the HIT syndrome was authored in 1977 by a medical student, Glen Rhodes, working with vascular surgeon Donald Silver and a hematology resident, Richard Dixon. They described eight patients who developed thrombocytopenia beginning approximately a week after starting either intravenous therapeutic-dose or subcutaneous prophylactic-dose heparin. All eight patients developed thrombotic events (although one stroke patient presented...
with hemorrhagic transformation. The authors demonstrated complement-fixing, heparin-dependent antibodies in five of their patients.

Other investigators subsequently demonstrated heparin-dependent platelet-activating antibodies using a variety of platelet activation endpoints, such as platelet aggregation and thromboxane release. Unfortunately, platelet aggregation using platelet-rich plasma is unsatisfactory (sensitivity only ~70%, although with high specificity).

In 1984, Sheridan and colleagues showed that “washing” platelets with resuspension in calcium/magnesium–containing buffer rendered them especially susceptible to heparin-dependent activation by serum from patients with HIT. Moreover, by selecting “pedigree” platelet donors (subjects whose platelets are readily activated by HIT sera) and by utilizing weak-positive HIT sera (for quality control), a sensitive and specific test for HIT became available. However, the platelet activation endpoint, namely the release of a radioactive label (14C-serotonin), not to mention the technical challenges of platelet washing, meant that the assay was available in only a few reference laboratories, mainly in North America. In Europe, a modified washed platelet activation assay that utilized platelet aggregation (judged visually by the laboratory technologist), known as the heparin-induced platelet activation (HIPA) test, became adopted by some reference laboratories. Through wider availability of these assays, the laboratory underpinnings of HIT became established by 1990.

Platelet Activation Occurs through Platelet Fcγ Receptors
In 1988, Kelton and coworkers demonstrated that HIT antibody-induced platelet activation occurs via cross-linking of platelet Fcγ receptors (low-affinity immunoglobulin G [IgG] receptors). The use of an Fc receptor-blocking monoclonal antibody further enhanced the diagnostic specificity of platelet activation assays, by proving that platelet activation has occurred through Fcγ receptors.

The Target Antigen: PF4/Polyanion Complexes
The identification of the target antigens of HIT remained elusive until 1992 when Amiral and coworkers demonstrated that a cationic protein within platelet α-granules, PF4, formed HIT antigen(s) by binding to heparin. This discovery led to the availability of a commercial PF4/H enzyme immunoassay (EIA) for detecting these antibodies. However, it quickly became apparent that the frequency of anti-PF4/H antibodies detected among heparin-exposed patients greatly exceeded the relatively small proportion of heparin-exposed patients who developed clinically evident HIT. Thus, a research challenge was to identify the factors that resulted in antibody pathogenicity.

Timeline of Antibody Detectability
Studies of serial blood samples obtained from clinical trials of patients exposed to heparin have shown a remarkable property, namely the detection of antibodies by EIA at the earliest onset of the HIT-related platelet count fall. Fig. 1 shows the typical timeline of the HIT immune response. The IgG-specific EIA first becomes positive 4 days (median) following initiation of heparin, with the onset of the platelet count fall occurring 2 days later (median, day 6), with development of a 50% or greater fall in the platelet count 2 days later (median, day 8); thrombotic events occur at a median of day 10, although the temporal range of thrombosis occurrence is wide. Another unusual aspect of the anti-PF4/H immune response is that antibodies of any of the three major immunoglobulin classes—IgG, IgA, and IgM—can be formed, either singly or in any combination; however, only IgG antibodies are clearly associated with clinical HIT. Moreover, the timeline of antibody generation is the same among the three classes, i.e., there is no IgM precedence; thus, the HIT immune response differs from the classic primary immune response.

Implications for Pathogenesis
The ready detection of free antibodies within patient serum or plasma shortly before the onset of the platelet count fall indicating HIT, whether assessed by PF4-dependent immunoassay or by SRA, is a remarkable feature of HIT. We believe these observations have important implications for HIT pathogenesis: we have proposed that the high sensitivity of serum/plasma-based assays for HIT antibodies indicates that high levels of free (unbound) HIT antibodies are required to produce the dynamic conditions essential to form the multimolecular PF4–polyanion complexes on platelet surfaces needed to engage and cross-link platelet Fcγ receptors, leading to platelet activation.

This concept ties in with the dynamic model of platelet activation proposed by Newman and Chong, whereby anti-PF4/H IgG (from plasma) binds via its Fab moieties to PF4/H complexes formed on the surface of activated platelets; only subsequently does the Fc portion of the bound IgG engage with Fc receptors on the same or adjacent platelets. In this dynamic model of platelet activation, PF4 released from platelets progressively enhances further antibody binding and additional platelet release, in a positive-feedback manner.

Iceberg Model of HIT
The classic iceberg model, shown in Fig. 2, shows clinical HIT as being caused by a subset of anti-PF4/H antibodies that cause in vitro platelet activation. In this model, platelet activation assays, such as the SRA and HIPA, have similar high sensitivity to PF4-dependent EIAs, for diagnosis of HIT; however, platelet activation assays have far greater diagnostic specificity, as they do not detect nonpathogenic, non-platelet-activating antibodies. Moreover, Fig. 2 also includes the concept of greater degree of reactivity of the EIA as a prediction of the greater likelihood of the presence of (platelet-activating) HIT antibodies.

Platelet-Activating Properties
By far the most important feature that predicts the pathogenicity of HIT antibodies is the presence of platelet-activating
Fig. 1 Timeline of the HIT immune response. (A) The temporal relationship between antibody detection, onset and progression of platelet count fall, and HIT-associated thrombosis. Patients with HIT ($n=12$) had higher values in a commercial polyspecific EIA (GAM) compared with antibody-positive patients who did not develop HIT ($n=36$), even though the non-HIT patients were selected for optical density (OD) values of at least 1.00 unit. (B) Anti-PF4/heparin antibodies and HIT: comparison of IgG, IgA, and IgM classes. Higher levels of IgG anti-PF4/heparin antibodies—as judged by OD values—were observed in the patients with HIT versus the antibody-positive non-HIT patients. In contrast, IgA and IgM levels were similar between HIT and non-HIT patients. The same 48 subjects were studied for both parts of the figure. All 12 HIT patients exhibited at least a 50% decline in the platelet count. (Adapted from Warkentin et al 2009.) EIA, enzyme-immunoassay; HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; IgG, immunoglobulin G; PF4, platelet factor 4.
antibodies. Insight into this fundamental aspect of HIT was provided by analysis of blood samples collected during a thromboprophylaxis trial that compared unfractionated heparin (UFH) with the low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), enoxaparin. The original trial, performed on 665 patients (UFH, n = 332; LMWH, n = 333), was reported in 1991.25 My research project was to evaluate the occurrence and frequency of HIT in this trial. The resulting initial publication26 identified nine patients who developed HIT, based on (1) platelet count fall to less than $150 \times 10^9/L$, that (2) began 5 or more days after starting heparin, and (3) with a positive SRA. Subsequent studies21,22,27 reporting on this database and blood sample repository led to development of more expansive concepts of the definition of HIT.

**Table 1** Various definitions of HIT: impact on frequency of HIT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition of HIT</th>
<th>Number of cases meeting definition</th>
<th>Number with thrombosis</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>UFH (n = 332)</strong></td>
<td><strong>LMWH (n = 333)</strong></td>
<td><strong>UFH (n = 332)</strong></td>
<td><strong>LMWH (n = 333)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRA $+$; platelet count fall $&gt;50%$; nadir $&lt;150 \times 10^9/L$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRA $+$; platelet count fall $&gt;50%$; nadir $&gt;150 \times 10^9/L$</td>
<td>7$^a$</td>
<td>2$^b$</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRA $+$; platelet count fall $30–49.9%$; nadir $&gt;150 \times 10^9/L$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1$^b$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRA $+$; platelet count fall $&lt;30%$ but abnormal profile$^c$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PF4-SRA $+$; platelet count fall $&gt;50%$</td>
<td>1$^d$</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (i.e., meeting any of the above definitions)</td>
<td>22 (6.6%)</td>
<td>3 (0.9%)</td>
<td>13 (3.9%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; PF4-SRA $+$, PF4-enhanced serotonin-release assay-positive; SRA $+$, serotonin-release assay-positive; UFH, unfractionated heparin.

$^a$Four of these seven patients had probable HIT based on: $>50\%$ platelet count fall (nadir $>150 \times 10^9/L$) that began 5 or more days after starting heparin, without alternative explanation; however, blood was not available to test for HIT antibodies (these four patients are presumed to be SRA-positive for the purposes of this table).

$^b$Three SRA-positive patients in the LMWH study arm only met the definition of thrombocytopenia ($>50\%, n = 2$; $30–49.9\%, n = 1$) after receiving therapeutic-dose UFH for suspected thrombosis (thrombosis was confirmed in two of the patients).

$^c$Abnormal profile indicates platelet fall to less than a (antibody-negative) 25-patient cohort that had similar initial platelet counts as the SRA$+$ patient.

$^d$This patient was diagnosed as having “SRA-negative HIT.”

Fig. 2 Iceberg model as interpreted by the SRA (or HIPA) and EIAs (polyspecific vs. IgG-specific). Also shown is the approximate probability of a positive SRA for different strengths of reactivity in the EIA. The figure makes the assumption that the SRA and HIPA provide similar information (although this might not necessarily be true). EIA-IgG, IgG-specific enzyme-immunoassay; EIA-IgG/A/M, polyspecific EIA that detects antibodies of IgG, IgA, and/or IgM classes; HIT, (isolated) heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; HIT-T, HIT-associated thrombosis; ODs, optical densities; SRA, serotonin-release assay (Hematology Am Soc Hematol Educ Program. 2011; 2011: 143–149; doi: 10.1182/asheducation-2011.1.143). [rerif].

Table 1 shows the numbers of patients with putative HIT in the 665-patient trial, based on various definitions of thrombocytopenia, including use of an absolute threshold (e.g., a platelet count fall to below $150 \times 10^9/L$), and a
proportional threshold (e.g., >50% platelet count fall irrespective of any absolute threshold). Another analysis examined whether a patient’s platelet counts fell below a particular cohort band, based on the preoperative platelet count value shared between the patient and an otherwise similar (but non-antibody-forming) patient cohort. Table 1 also includes the single patient in the trial subsequently identified as having “SRA-negative HIT,”21 a concept discussed later.

A striking feature of the data shown in Table 1 is the markedly higher frequency of HIT associated with UFH versus LMWH, the main conclusion of our initial report.26 The greater frequency of HIT with UFH (vs. LMWH) has been confirmed by other studies, including via meta-analysis.28

Presence of platelet-activating antibodies, as shown by a positive SRA within a study subgroup systematically tested for HIT antibodies, strongly predicted for thrombocytopenia: 12/21 (57.1%) SRA-positive patients developed thrombocytopenia (>50% platelet count fall) versus only 3/341 (0.9%) who tested SRA-negative (odds ratio, ~150). Of the three SRA-negative patients who developed thrombocytopenia, two had the same non-HIT explanation for thrombocytopenia (bowel perforation with septicemia), and the third patient was the aforementioned patient believed to have SRA-negative HIT (discussed subsequently in the section “SRA-Negative HIT”).

**HIT Breakthrough: Role of Type and Dose of Heparin**

Another interesting finding from the trial was the difference in risk of HIT between UFH and LMWH appears to reflect two distinct factors, “immunogenicity” and “breakthrough.” UFH (vs. LMWH) resulted in a higher antibody frequency, indicating a greater immunogenicity of UFH. However, three patients in the LMWH arm of the study did not develop thrombocytopenia until after they had been switched to therapeutic-dose UFH because of suspicion for thrombosis. This suggests that UFH may be more likely than LMWH to result in “breakthrough” of HIT in an SRA-positive patient, particularly when given in therapeutic doses. Further evidence for dual roles in immunization and breakthrough was found in our analysis of a later trial of UFH versus LMWH (dalteparin) in critical illness29; in this study, several SRA-positive patients developed further platelet count declines (and, in one instance, a fatal acute anaphylactoid reaction), after switching from prophylactic-dose LMWH or UFH to therapeutic-dose UFH. Additional support for this concept was seen in the trials of fondaparinux thromboprophylaxis and treatment; whereas anti–PF4/H antibody frequency (immunogenicity) was similar between LMWH and fondaparinux,20,31 breakthrough of HIT occurred when UFH or LMWH—but not fondaparinux—was given to SRA-positive patients.31,32 The implication of these studies is that clinical factors other than antibody pathogenicity per se—such as the type and dose of heparin received—must be important in influencing HIT occurrence.

The biological basis for these differences in immunogenicity and breakthrough was explored by Greinacher and colleagues.33 Using atomic force microscopy, they reported that HIT antigens are formed through close approximation of (positively charged) PF4 tetramers that occurs via charge neutralization through binding to any of the three polyanions, UFH, LMWH, and fondaparinux. However, the complexes formed between PF4 and the polyanions differed considerably, with the greatest number and sizes of PF4: polyanion complexes occurring in the rank order UFH > LMWH >> fondaparinux.

**IgG versus Non-IgG Anti-PF4/H Antibodies**

Fig. 3 summarizes the PF4-dependent antibody profiles of a patient subgroup evaluated as part of the clinical trial summarized in Table 1. Within this patient subgroup, we identified 25 patients who had detectable platelet-activating antibodies (24 by SRA; 1 additional patient identified by a modified SRA discussed later in this review). All SRA-positive patients had detectable IgG class antibodies, consistent with the key role of IgG in causing HIT through platelet activation via FcγIIa receptors. These data explain why IgG-specific EIAs are more specific (without significant loss of sensitivity) for a diagnosis of HIT versus polyspecific EIAs that also detect antibodies of IgM and IgA classes, as shown by numerous studies as well as by a systematic review. These observations support a recommendation of the International Society on Thrombosis and Haemostasis in favor of IgG-specific EIAs over polyspecific EIAs.2 A practical implication of these observations is that IgA and IgM anti-PF4/H antibodies—although commonly detected in heparin-exposed patients—appear unlikely to cause HIT, at least in the absence of IgG antibodies (a dual role of IgA and/or IgM antibodies in facilitating platelet activation by IgG antibodies remains possible).

There are several important messages depicted by Fig. 3:

- The frequency of antibody formation is greater with UFH versus LMWH (larger size of geometric shapes).
- The frequency of forming antibodies of the three major immunoglobulin classes—IgG, IgA, and IgM (indicated by the relative sizes of the corresponding colored circles)—is similar.
- Some patients form antibodies of two or even all three of the major immunoglobulin classes.
- Platelet-activating antibodies (i.e., SRA-positive status, as shown by the dashed rectangles) are found only among patients with IgG class antibodies.
- Patients who developed HIT (>50% platelet count fall) are a subset of patients who have platelet-activating—and hence IgG class—antibodies, without a clear additional association with IgA and/or IgM antibodies.
- There is an overall greater frequency of clinically evident HIT with UFH versus LMWH.

**Strength of EIA Reactivity**

A third feature of pathogenicity is the strength of EIA reactivity, as judged by optical density (OD) readings. This is illustrated in Fig. 1B, which shows higher OD values in the EIA-IgG among patients who developed HIT versus (control) EIA-IgG-positive patients who did not develop
PF4-reactive Abs (UFH): 79/189 (41.8%)

PF4-reactive Abs (LMWH): 37/169 (21.9%)

**Fig. 3** PF4-reactive antibodies in a clinical trial of UFH versus LMWH. The area occupied by the geometric shapes within each large square is proportional to the overall frequency of PF4-reactive antibodies (Abs) detected. The data are from a 358-patient subgroup (UFH, n = 189; LMWH, enoxaparin, n = 169) from a clinical trial\textsuperscript{25–27} for which data were available for four PF4-dependent EIAs (three class-specific in-house PF4/H-EIAs—IgG, IgA, and IgM—and one polyspecific PF4/polyvinylsulfonate (PVS) EIA from Immucor GTI Diagnostics (Waukesha, Wisconsin, United States). Thus, 41.8% (79/189) of the area within the top square occupied by the geometric shapes indicates the proportion of patients who received UFH and had detectable PF4-reactive antibodies, and 21.9% (37/169) of the area within the bottom square occupied by the geometric shapes indicates the proportion of patients who received LMWH and had detectable PF4-reactive antibodies. The areas of the various colored geometric shapes indicate the relative numbers of patients who tested positive for the various combinations of antibody classes, with the absolute numbers for each group indicated within each distinct colored shape. The exposed gray area represents the patients who tested positive in the polyspecific PF4/PVS-EIA but negative in all three of the class-specific PF4/H-EIAs. The area of the rectangles with solid black lines indicates the numbers of patients with HIT, as defined by >50% platelet count fall in association with a positive test for platelet-activating antibodies, classic SRA-positive (SRA + ; UFH, n = 10; LMWH, n = 2) and PF4-SRA-positive (PF4-SRA + ; UFH, n = 1) for total of 13 HIT patients meeting this definition of HIT. The area of the larger dashed rectangles indicates the numbers of patients with a positive SRA (classic SRA, n = 24; PF4-SRA, n = 1, for total of 25 patients with platelet-activating antibodies). EIA, enzyme-immunoassay; HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; LMWH, low-molecular-weight heparin; PF4, platelet factor 4; SRA, serotonin-release assay; UFH, unfractionated heparin.
HIT. Studies have shown that the strength of EIA reactivity\(^{38,39}\) and of certain rapid immunoassays (quantitated via a sample titer yielding a positive result\(^{40}\)) predicts for a higher frequency of a positive platelet activation assay and/or a diagnosis of clinically evident HIT. Higher ODs reflect greater antibody quantities and binding avidity. The iceberg model (\(\sim \text{Fig. 2}\)) summarizes the frequency of SRA-positive status (surrogate for clinical HIT) at various OD ranges of EIA reactivity: the probability of positive SRA status ranged from <1% (EIA negative) to ~5% (weak OD reactivity) all the way to ~90% for OD values that are 2.0 or higher.

**Location of Target Antigen(s) within PF4**
The precise location of the antigen(s) within the PF4 molecule recognized by anti-PF4/H antibodies plays a role in antibody pathogenicity. More than one target antigen within PF4 are recognized by PF4/H antibodies, with certain epitopes being more pathogenic.\(^{41,42}\) A HIT-like monoclonal antibody, KKO, was developed by Arepally and coworkers.\(^{43}\) KKO has been incorporated into an automated immunoassay based on competitive inhibition for binding to PF4/polyanion between HIT antibodies and KKO. The high sensitivity (~95%) of this assay for HIT\(^{44}\) (discussed in the section "Rapid Immunoassays for HIT") suggests that most HIT antigens are located at or near the target region recognized by KKO.

**SRA-Positive Status without HIT**
Analysis of the clinical trial subset summarized in \(\sim \text{Fig. 3}\) reveals that some SRA-positive subjects did not develop HIT (using definition of >50% platelet count fall). Some patients developed more subtle platelet count abnormalities (such as those identified based on a platelet count decrease below the antibody-negative cohort band derived from similar preoperative platelet count values). Nevertheless, some SRA-negative patients did not evince an abnormal platelet count profile. In some instances, the patients were discharged to home relatively early (e.g., postoperative day 8), even though most received a study drug (UFH vs. enoxaparin) for a full 2 weeks; it is possible these SRA-positive patients would have developed a platelet count fall indicating HIT if they had continued to receive heparin for several more days (HIT antibodies usually peak between day 10 and 14 following initial receipt of the immunizing heparin exposure\(^{20,21}\)). The phenomenon of SRA-positive status without clinically overt HIT has not been well studied—given the paucity of such patients identified—but potential explanations could include (1) “weaker” platelet-activating antibodies (i.e., SRA-positive status ranges from those sera yielding only 20% serotonin release to others that consistently trigger 100% serotonin release) reflecting differences in HIT antibody titer, affinity, IgG subclass, or specific antigen target site; (2) suboptimal platelet responsiveness to HIT antibody stimulation due to patient-specific platelet factors (e.g., low Fc receptor numbers, Fc receptor genotype, low levels of platelet-associated PF4, etc.), and (3) use of antiplatelet medications.

**Rapid Immunoassays for HIT**
Although EIAs can be performed within several hours, for practical reasons, they are usually performed in batches, no more than once daily in laboratories that offer this assay. However, in recent years, there has been a major focus on developing on-demand immunoassays aimed at helping to provide rapid diagnosis. Some of these immunoassays yield a dichotomous endpoint (positive, negative), whereas others yield a numerical output (allowing for varying strength of reactivity). This section will focus on three rapid immunoassays, the particle gel immunoassay (PaGIA), the chemiluminescent immunoassay (CLIA), and the latex immunoturbidimetric assay (LIA). For these three assays, there is substantial experience integrating test results within the appropriate clinical context, particularly from the viewpoint of altering a pretest probability into a posttest probability (Bayesian reasoning), including graded predictivity based on strength of reactivity. More recently, studies have been reported in which two rapid immunoassays are used in combination.

**Particle Gel Immunoassay**
The PaGIA (ID-H/PF4-PaGIA; DiaMed, Cressier sur Morat, Switzerland) is the oldest rapid HIT immunoassay.\(^{45}\) The test uses red, high-density polystyrene particles to which PF4/H complexes are bound; after addition of patient serum or plasma, anti-PF4/H antibodies bind to the antigen-coated beads. However, as IgG antibodies do not agglutinate polystyrene beads well, a secondary antihuman immunoglobulin antibody is added into the sephacryl gel. The principle of gel centrifugation assays is that—upon centrifugation—the agglutinated beads (indicating presence of anti-PF4/H antibodies) do not migrate through the sephacryl gel (strong positive result), whereas nonagglutinated beads (indicating absence of antibodies) pass through the gel, thus forming a red band at the bottom (negative result). A weak positive result is indicated by dispersal of the particles throughout the gel. The assay is technically easy, can be performed rapidly, with results read visually. The method is available to blood banks that utilize a manual gel centrifugation technology system. The PaGIA is not cleared by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration.

Assessment of PaGIA reactivity using diluted test-positive sera can be helpful for quality control with sample dilution, but potential explanations could include (1) “weaker” platelet-activating antibodies (i.e., SRA-positive status ranges from those sera yielding only 20% serotonin release to others that consistently trigger 100% serotonin release) reflecting differences in HIT antibody titer, affinity, IgG subclass, or specific antigen target site; (2) suboptimal platelet responsiveness to HIT antibody stimulation due to patient-specific platelet factors (e.g., low Fc receptor numbers, Fc receptor genotype, low levels of platelet-associated PF4, etc.), and (3) use of antiplatelet medications.

**IgG Chemiluminescent Immunoassay**
The CLIA (HemosIL AcuStar HIT-IgG/[PF4-H]), Instrumentation Laboratory, Bedford, Massachusetts, United States) detects anti-PF4/H antibodies based on their ability to bind to magnetic particles coated with PF4/polyanion complexes on their
surfaces, with a labeled anti-IgG antibody resulting in a luminescent reaction. The assay is performed on demand using an automated instrument. In our laboratory, this assay had 98% sensitivity and 98% specificity when using stored samples that had been evaluated in a prospective study evaluating the 4Ts pretest scoring probability. Although the manufacturer’s cutoff of 1.0 U/mL implies a qualitative “positive” versus “negative” interpretation, the readout is semiquantitative, with greater likelihood of HIT with greater reactivity.

Latex Immunoturbidimetric Immunoassay
The LIA (HemosIL HIT-Ab(PF4-H), Instrumentation Laboratory) can be viewed as a “functionalized immunoassay,” as it detects HIT antibodies based on their ability to inhibit agglutination of latex beads to which the HIT-mimicking monoclonal antibody (KKO) has been bound, in the presence of PF4/polyanions. In our laboratory, this assay had approximately 95% sensitivity and 95% specificity when using stored samples that had been evaluated in a prospective study that evaluated the 4Ts pretest scoring system. Although the manufacturer’s cutoff of 1.0 U/mL implies a qualitative “positive” versus “negative” interpretation, like the CLIA, the readout is semiquantitative. As discussed subsequently, considering the magnitude of reactivity provides additional useful diagnostic information.

Integrating Pretest Probability and Rapid Immunoassay Results
Several groups have investigated the integration of pretest probability—as judged by a clinical scoring system such as the 4Ts—together with the rapid immunoassay, the PaGIA. Some studies focused on the issue of ruling out HIT, i.e., defining the clinical and laboratory parameters that make a diagnosis of HIT most unlikely. In one study, patients judged to be at low probability of HIT were treated differently from non-low-risk patients (prophylactic- vs. therapeutic-dose alternative anticoagulation pending receipt of the gold standard SRA). Another group of investigators found that incorporation of certain semiquantitative information—such as a high-tier positive PaGIA (titer 1/32 or higher)—pointed to a 100% PPV for diagnosis of HIT.

Our group has performed modeling studies to determine how other rapid immunoassays could be integrated into a Bayesian model of HIT diagnosis, particularly incorporating the value of semiquantitative data. For example, when analyzing results of the LIA, for a patient judged to have an intermediate pretest probability of HIT of approximately 8 to 10%, the ranges of posttest probabilities for a patient testing negative (<1.0 U/mL), weak-positive (1.0–4.9 U/mL), intermediate-positive (5.0–15.9 U/mL), or strong-positive (≥16 U/mL) were determined to be, respectively, <1, ~35–40, ~70–75, and ~90–95%. For the CLIA, the respective probabilities (using the same U/mL cutoffs) were determined to be <1, 55–60, 90–95, and >99%. Clearly, the strength of reactivity of these rapid immunoassays is highly predictive with respect to determining antibody pathogenicity.

Integrating Pretest Probability and Two Rapid Immunoassays
Recently, two groups have reported results integrating clinical and laboratory parameters, in which two rapid assays were combined. Part of the rationale of dual testing is to reduce risk of false-negative tests, given the treatment implications of missing a diagnosis of HIT.

Marchetti and coworkers performed real-time evaluation of two rapid immunoassays, one a first-line assay (CLIA) and the other a second-line assay (PaGIA); samples were tested later, as required, by EIA and HIPA. A novel concept was the use of extreme positive- and negative-result thresholds, e.g., a CLIA >3 U/mL suggesting approximately 100% PPV and a CLIA <0.13 U/mL indicating 0% negative predictive value (NPV); corresponding extreme PPV and NPV values for the PaGIA titer of ≥16 and ≤1 were also used. Their major finding was that for approximately 95% of referrals to the laboratory, an accurate positive diagnosis of HIT (~7% of patients) or correct exclusion of HIT (~88% of patients) could be achieved within 60 minutes after sample receipt.

Recently, our group reported on modeling studies integrating the results of the CLIA and LIA in influencing assessment of posttest probability. We developed a 6-point laboratory scoring system wherein results were classified as negative (<1.0 U/mL; 0 points), weak-positive (1.0–4.9 U/mL; 1 point), intermediate-positive (5.0–15.9 U/mL; 2 points), and strong-positive (≥16.0 U/mL; 3 points); thus, 6 points could be achieved if both the LIA and CLIA yielded strong-positive results. By combining the LIA and CLIA assays, test sensitivity exceeded 99% (i.e., similar to the false-negative risk of a single PF4-dependent EIA). We also found a striking increase in probability of a positive SRA that ranged from a low of approximately 5% (1 point, i.e., weak-positive in the LIA or CLIA and negative in the other) to a high of at least 97% (for samples testing strong-positive in both assays). ~Fig. 4 shows the probability of SRA-positive status for samples referred to our laboratory (irrespective of pretest probability) for varying strengths of reactivity for the LIA and for the CLIA, interpreted separately. In addition, we show the probability of SRA-positive status when the LIA and CLIA results are interpreted together, using the aforementioned 6-point scale. Interestingly, the results are not unlike those seen with semiquantitative interpretation of the EIAs: for example, a score of 1 point in combined LIA/CLIA testing predicts a 5% probability of HIT (per SRA-positive status), not unlike a weak-positive EIA (0.40–0.99 OD units), just like a score of 3 points predicts for an approximately 60% probability of SRA-positive status, similar to an EIA yielding an OD of approximately 1.50 to 1.99 OD units (~Fig. 1). ~Fig. 4 also shows the likelihood of the sample containing platelet-activating antibodies (as detected by either the classic SRA or by use of an SRA modified to enhance detection of platelet-activating antibodies); for samples scoring 4 points or higher in the 6-point scale, the probability of detecting platelet-activating antibodies was approximately 98%.

~Fig. 4 also depicts an updated iceberg model of HIT from the perspective of the rapid immunoassays, the LIA and the CLIA. An important concept is that a strong reactivity in the LIA and CLIA points to a high probability of HIT even when
the patient tests negative in the (conventional) SRA. This observation provides a segue to the emerging topic of “SRA-negative HIT.”

**SRA-Negative HIT**

We have historically regarded the McMaster SRA to have a high sensitivity for HIT, at least 95%. However, the SRA is technically challenging, and could have lower sensitivity in laboratories that perform the assay differently, or that do not utilize pedigree donors. Nonetheless, there could also be certain HIT sera that are not readily detectable by SRA. In 2016, Padmanabhan and colleagues described patients with a clinical picture consistent with HIT, strong EIA reactivity, but consistent SRA-negative reactivity. These authors showed that by performing a modified platelet activation assay in which PF4 is added, rather than heparin, these patients’ sera could produce platelet activation, as measured by P-selectin expression (assessed by flow cytometry). These investigators, from Versiti (formerly, the BloodCenter of Wisconsin), suggested that the sensitivity of their SRA might be as low as 50%.

Our laboratory has independently shown that the sensitivity of our SRA could also be enhanced by measuring patient serum-dependent serotonin release in the presence of high concentrations of PF4 (50–100 μg/mL), rather than heparin, in a modified assay we called the “PF4-SRA.” The LIA and CLIA both have relatively high sensitivity for HIT, with the CLIA (an IgG-specific immunoassay) correlating more closely with EIA-IgG than the LIA (which can also detect IgA and IgM class antibodies). Although the model implies 100% sensitivity of the EIA-IgG and EIA-IgG/A/M, in reality, an occasional HIT case will be negative in one commercial EIA but test positive in another. The model also indicates that there may be occasional patients with HIT who test strongly positive by EIA, LIA, and/or CLIA, but in whom platelet-activating antibodies are difficult to detect. The model also indicates that the probability of HIT increases with increasing reactivity by LIA and/or CLIA (including interpreting both tests together). CLIA, chemiluminescent immunoassay; EIA, enzyme-immunoassay; HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; LIA, latex immunoturbidimetric assay.

![Fig. 4](Iceberg model updated per current concepts. The part of the iceberg that protrudes above the waterline indicates patients with HIT ± T (HIT with or without thrombosis). The large iceberg represents the totality of antibodies detected by polyspecific PF4-dependent EIA (EIA-IgG/A/M), with a large subgroup comprising patients with detectable PF4-reactive antibodies of IgG class (EIA-IgG). The vast majority of HIT cases are detected by serotonin-release assay (SRA), with most SRA-negative HIT detectable by a modified SRA, either the PF4-SRA or the PF4/H-SRA (collectively indicated as “PF4(±H)-SRA”). The LIA and CLIA both have relatively high sensitivity for HIT, with the CLIA (an IgG-specific immunoassay) correlating more closely with EIA-IgG than the LIA (which can also detect IgA and IgM class antibodies). Although the model implies 100% sensitivity of the EIA-IgG and EIA-IgG/A/M, in reality, an occasional HIT case will be negative in one commercial EIA but test positive in another. The model also indicates that there may be occasional patients with HIT who test strongly positive by EIA, LIA, and/or CLIA, but in whom platelet-activating antibodies are difficult to detect. The model also indicates that the probability of HIT increases with increasing reactivity by LIA and/or CLIA (including interpreting both tests together). CLIA, chemiluminescent immunoassay; EIA, enzyme-immunoassay; HIT, heparin-induced thrombocytopenia; LIA, latex immunoturbidimetric assay.)
these 27 samples had been obtained from a prospective study that identified 35 patients with (SRA-positive) HIT, this indicated the McMaster SRA to have a sensitivity of approximately 97% (35/36).

In the other study, we evaluated seroconversion by LIA in stored plasmas from the clinical trial for which results are summarized in Table 1. To our surprise, we found that one patient we had previously considered as being HIT-negative (based on SRA-negative status), but who exhibited both LIA and EIA seroconversion, tested positive in the PF4-SRA. The clinical picture indeed was compatible with HIT (>50% platelet count fall that began on day 7 of heparin treatment complicated by pulmonary embolism). This single patient with SRA-negative HIT, identified among at least 20 other SRA-positive patients (Table 1)—depending on the definition of HIT—also indicates a sensitivity of the McMaster SRA of at least 95%.

This raises important questions: should the PF4-SRA (or other PF4-enhanced platelet activation assays) represent a new gold standard for diagnosing HIT? This is unclear—as we do not know whether PF4-enhanced assays (like using the EIA alone) will increase frequency of false-positive diagnosis. Or, should the PF4-SRA be held in reserve, and only be performed in those patients in whom the clinician has a strong suspicion for HIT, despite a negative SRA. Another unknown is whether the HIPA test could reliably identify some of the HIT sera that test negative by SRA (or perhaps even using a PF4-enhanced SRA). This possibility is raised by observations that some SRA-negative sera can test HIPA-positive, although certain technical considerations (e.g., assays performed in different laboratories using different platelet donors) and absence of clinical data have limited conclusions regarding the significance of these findings.59,60

Platelet-Activating Antibody-Negative HIT

The central dogma of HIT for the past 35 years has been the central role of heparin-dependent, platelet-activating antibodies detectable in patient serum or plasma. This raises an important question: is it possible to diagnose HIT when all platelet activation assays, including the HIPA, SRA, PF4-SRA, PF4/H-SRA, or other PF4-enhanced assays, are negative?

Marchetti and coworkers54 identified 10 patients in a population of 687 patients evaluated for HIT whose clinical picture and combination of rapid assays suggested a likely diagnosis of HIT, despite the negative (gold standard) HIPA test. In general, these patients were EIA- and PaGIA-positive, and most also tested positive in the CLIA (and even the CLIA-“negative” patients had values >0.40 U/mL, a threshold that may have 100% sensitivity for HIT antibodies47). In some instances, a plausible explanation for a false-negative HIPA was identified (e.g., the patient was receiving ticagrelor, with the platelet inhibition carryover affecting the in vitro platelet activation test61).

In our recent report evaluating use of two rapid immunoassays for diagnosis of HIT,55 we identified a patient who tested strongly positive by CLIA and moderately positive by LIA, and whose serum also tested strongly positive by EIA-IgG. However, three platelet activation assays—the SRA, PF4-SRA, and PF4/H-SRA—were all negative. When we evaluated the case clinically, our judgment was that the patient might well have had HIT.55 This raises the troubling issue of whether HIT can occur when platelet activation assays are repeatedly negative. We believe this HIT patient category—if it truly exists—must be uncommon. However, it remains problematic regarding how to define and detect this disorder.

Final Comments

HIT represents an intriguing clinico-pathological disorder in which the high frequency of anti-PF4/heparin antibodies triggered by heparin exposure, and the key pathogenic role of a subset of antibodies with potent platelet-activating properties, is a model disease for studying features of antibody pathogenicity. Although the long-standing paradigm of antibody pathogenicity correlating strongly with positive testing in (washed) platelet activation assays has endured through three decades, the occasional “exception that proves the rule” means that there is still more to unravel. Strength of reactivity in semiquantitative rapid immunoassays, especially when combined with clinical probability scores, will increasingly influence real-time management decisions with the potential to improve evaluation and treatment of patients with clinically suspected HIT.
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